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The Return of the God of War [The Protector]
Chapter 2929 - 2931

The Eagle Nation is the one that hides the deepest and deepest!

too frightening.

Levi Garrison did not participate in the shot.

Just watching the scene in front of me quietly…

Now the army of the Kingdom of God and even the chief priest is under control.

The army of the Kingdom of God is dying one by one.

The eighteen strongest people of the main gods can clearly move around.

But at this moment.

A legion wearing a special armor appeared.
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They are armed with special weapons and quickly walk through this area.

They are not affected by this area at all.

All of their equipment can completely offset all the negative effects of God’s Forbidden
Zone.

There is no restriction on them.

These legions were obviously used to deal with the chief priest.
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Next, they will wipe out the eighteen strongest of the main gods in one fell swoop.

“Lord God Division, your end is here!!!”The eighteen members of the chief priest saw the
attack of this legion, and seemed to have understood something.

One by one showed solemn expressions.

As if to know their ending today.

In other words, from the moment when the panel was attacked, after knowing what material
it was, I understood everything today.

I don’t know what is their relationship with the warhawk country…

Under the control of the forbidden zone of the gods, the eighteen powerhouses of the main
gods were greatly restricted.

Originally, they all had golden light on their bodies, but now they were affected by the control
of the forbidden zone of the gods, and they had them directly.

Their weapons could not be used at all and were completely restricted to death.

In the realm of the Eagle Nation, they are like lambs to be slaughtered.

…

“Everyone, welcome to the forbidden zone of the gods! The next to greet you will be the God
Killing Legion!”

The Sight God Legion wearing battle armor was all thrown into the battlefield.

Carried out a massacre against the army of the Kingdom of God.

Now the army of the Kingdom of God, one by one, is under control.

Can’t move.
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Let alone struggle with resistance.

Can only be slaughtered one by one.

one hundred!

…

one thousand!

…

Ten thousand!

The army of the Kingdom of God fell more and more, and all of them were slaughtered to
death.

The main Shinji who the other party wanted to support was also tightly trapped.

In the forbidden zone of the gods, they are subject to too many restrictions.

Not only are the restrictions on the magnetic field, etc., but there are also many restrictions
specifically aimed at them.

All strengths are difficult to play.

Moreover, the equipment and weapons of the God Killing Legion were used to target the
Lord God Division.

…

The slaughter continues.

After a while.

Only a few people remain.
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“no, I do not!!!”

Mr. X screamed in horror.

Just killed!

Levi Garrison also looked at it with regret.

He really wanted to touch him.

In the end, he died so tragically.

There is not even a chance!

It’s also funny!

Levi Garrison shook his head helplessly!

This is a real generation of heroes!

I don’t know how many levels higher than Richard!

“Hey!”

Levi Garrison let out a long sigh.

Soon, the army of the Kingdom of God was basically destroyed.

All were slaughtered.

One is left.

There are only eighteen of the chief priests.

Still struggling.
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However, in the “God’s Forbidden Zone”, their abilities are completely restrained, and they
can’t even display one-thousandth of their true strength…

In the face of the nemesis “God Killing Army”, there is no power to parry.

The equipment and weapons owned by these people in the God Killing Legion were
specifically aimed at them.

Otherwise, relying on the body and blood of the eighteen strongest masters, even standing
and letting you kill, you won’t be able to kill them, you won’t be able to stab them at all, let
alone kill them.

But the weapons in the hands of the God Killing Legion were specially used to deal with
them.

“Puff!”

In an instant, it penetrated the body of the eighteen strongest masters of the main gods.

They looked at the weapons that penetrated their bodies, with unbelievable faces.

“this……”

Their eyes are about to fly out.

really……

Sure enough, the Eagle Nation knew them best.

Know everything about them.

All this is prepared for them!

“哢嚓…”

After the special weapon penetrated the body, their bodies split a little bit.
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…

There is no time for them to display their extreme combat power.

It’s just a little bit of a sledgehammer when killing Leviathan Enhanced…

They were all targeted for death, and they were easily manipulated between the palms of
their hands.

Killed all in this aggrieved way.

Chapter 2930

Levi Garrison was the most depressed.

There is no fight at all!

He has done so much preparation and hard work.

Isn’t it just to deal with them?

As a result, they were wiped out like this.

But in the end it is a good thing.

But Levi Garrison always feels regretful…

So far!

The laboratory of the gods and the main gods were all slaughtered by the Galactic Guardian
Alliance.
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The whole army is overthrown…The tragic ending of the Lab of the Gods in this way is
something no one would have imagined.

So easy?

Isn’t this a dream?

Or do you see a phantom?

Suspect!

Deep doubt!

The main reason is that the Galactic Guardian Alliance has solved the Lab of the Gods
because it is too simple.

This is hard to guard against!

It makes no sense at all!

Almost wiped out the entire world coalition army, but they solved it so easily.

Of course, it is not easy to solve. The device was first made, and I don’t know how much it
cost.

It confirmed that sentence-one minute on stage, ten years of work off stage.

Perhaps for this short half-day, the Eagle Nation has been deployed for decades!

However, the Lab of the Gods was wiped out, and the coalition forces should worry about it
next.

What if the Galaxy Guardian League suddenly attacked them?

What should they do if they are so strong?

Even the Lab of the Gods is not an opponent, even in this way.
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But can they be sure about it?

Their device is also terrible.

But Levilia frowned.

This device should not restrict him.

Powerful people like the main gods rely on their own blood and talents, and rely on their
innate abilities.

After knowing this, it is easy to be targeted!

And she has practiced it herself, her own exercises, and she can also use natural elements
for her own use.

Although this area is controlled by the War Eagle Nation, Levilia can use his own techniques
to use the natural elements in this environment for his own use.

So as to fight back…

She is ready to fight…

Even Levi Garrison in the dark had already turned to the other side of the device.

He was calculating how hard he used to smash the panel with a punch.

Once the war begins.

He will ransack his home from the rear.

I promise to let this device smash, it won’t be useful…

“Rumble…”

But at this moment.
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Accompanied by the movement of the earth and the mountains, this device actually shrank.

Under everyone’s eyes, the device shrank to three aerospace aircraft carriers.

Retire!

do not fight!

The senior officials of the Galaxy Guardian Alliance shouted: “The war against the Kingdom
of God is over, and it is fully victorious!”

The Guardians of the Galaxy Alliance withdrew.

No action was taken against the coalition forces.

Everyone is a little confused.

According to their ideas, this time is the best time for the Guardian of the Galaxy Alliance.

The offense is the best at this time.

But no!

Even Levi Garrison was wondering.

If the Galactic Guardian Alliance has the heart to dominate, it will definitely attack at this
time.

Swallow the coalition forces in one fell swoop.

After all, under the ravages of the Kingdom of God, it was already scarred.

The Guardian of the Galaxy Alliance is a new force and also possesses this kind of artifact.

The best time is not to shoot.

Unscientific!
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unusual!

Are they afraid of something or thinking about it?

This made Levi Garrison and others puzzled.

It’s incredible.

It’s not just that they are puzzled.

Even the Black Hawk agents do not understand, shouldn’t they take advantage of the
momentum and attack the world coalition forces in one fell swoop?

Let them have no chance at all!

Rumble in one fell swoop!

And for a long time, the war eagle nation has the heart to dominate.

And it is absolutely no less than the laboratory of the gods!

This kind of best opportunity.

give up?

It’s too hard to imagine.

At this time, only Smith and a few high-level executives gave an order: “All the Guardians of
the Galaxy Alliance retreat!”

Not only received all the equipment, but also withdrew it directly.

Confuse!

It’s so confusing!

I saw that the Black Hawk agents were completely blank and unbelievable on their faces!
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They are all ready to fight.

Even the Black Hawk agent wants to speak out about Levi Garrison’s strength.

The result was withdrawn.

The Black Hawk agent couldn’t help asking: “Head of the game, why do you want to
withdraw this excellent opportunity?”

“Yes, why?”

Others also looked at Smith one after another!From the standpoint of the War Eagle Nation,
no one is willing to give up this great opportunity!

Letting them go is tantamount to letting the tiger go back to the mountain.

Once the vitality of the countries is restored, it will not be so easy to deal with it again.

So we should attack the coalition immediately…

How can it be withdrawn?

Therefore, everyone looked at Smith and other high-level officials without blinking.

The head of the game, Smith, smiled and said: “I know what you are thinking! But I tell you,
things are much more complicated than you imagine! Do you really think we don’t want to
make a move?”

One sentence stunned everyone.

Everyone’s face is incredible.

“The goal of the Galactic Guardian Alliance this time is very clear-it is to destroy the
kingdom of God! There are no other tasks! Now listen to my order to retreat!!!”

Smith gave an order.
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The entire Galactic Guardian Alliance retreated.

Shocked!

It was shocking!

Chapter 2931

He actually retreated!

There is definitely a hidden secret in this!

Why doesn’t the Galaxy Guardian Alliance do it?

What are the restrictions?

What are you afraid of?

For example, what does Daxia have?

But in the battle against the Kingdom of God, everyone didn’t see anything.

They have already forced the Daxia countries to the point where the mountains and rivers
are exhausted, and it doesn’t matter what cards they have?

Don’t know what to fear?
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Why wait until the casualties are so heavy?

The first thing that came to mind of Agent Black Hawk was Levi Garrison!
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Did Smith know about Levi Garrison?

But it’s impossible!

He also tried specifically, Smith and the others didn’t even look at Levi Garrison.

That kind of contempt is absolutely ignorant of Levi Garrison’s strength!

So why exactly?

What is there in it?

It’s just that the Black Hawk agents at their level are absolutely inaccessible.

A deep doubt was buried in their hearts.

Because of curiosity, Agent Black Hawk must find out the hidden information.

Withdrawn!

In the end, the Galaxy Guardians all retreated.

The remaining coalition forces breathed a sigh of relief.

At last there was no fight.

Otherwise, everyone may have to sacrifice.

But they withdrew, making everyone very puzzled.

Puzzled!

What everyone understood, but the Galaxy Guardian Alliance withdrew.

But it was a victory for everyone, and the homeland was kept.

The Guardians of the Galaxy Alliance does not attack, and it is a good thing again and again.
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Cheers everywhere!

At this time, Levi Garrison also showed up with someone.

“dad……”

Levilia saw Levi Garrison and immediately jumped up.

“My Levilia has grown up! My Levilia has gone out of his own way!”

Levi Garrison comforted Levilia’s head.

Even though he was still a child, Levi Garrison felt so proud to see Levi Garrison being
proud.

Others gathered around.

Many lieutenants asked Levi Garrison directly: “Where have you been, Junshi Ye? We have
been looking for you and sending you messages back! Where are you?”

Because of the serious casualties on the front line, everyone’s words carry a hint of blame.

“Where did my Daxia go? I tell you! It was him who attacked the base camp of the Kingdom
of God, and it was him who stole the weapons of the Kingdom of God to attack the Kingdom
of Warhawks and forced them to fight! Pretending to be the existence of my Daxia legend to
shock He is still in the kingdom of God…”

…

The talented commander of Tiance who rushed over told Levi Garrison’s achievements bit
by bit.

Now everyone knew that Levi Garrison had done so much.

Although there is no personal presence on the battlefield, the credit that can be made is
greater than anyone else.
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At least ranked in the top three in terms of credit!

Everyone also realized the importance of strategy in this kind of war!

I admire Levi Garrison more and more.

…

the other side.

After the Galaxy Guardian League withdrew, Smith immediately called the Black Hawk agent
to the front.

“Next, arrange an important task! Any power of the Sky Shield can be mobilized!”Agent
Black Hawk became nervous immediately and looked at Smith without blinking.

“The laboratory of the gods is actually not completely wiped out! There are actually nineteen
main gods, and an ordinary person named Dark Doctor is added. He is the laboratory of the
gods and most of the biological transformation experiments are him!

There is another person known as the brain of the gods’ laboratory-the brain of God. The
technology of the Gods Laboratory has an inseparable relationship with him! They and their
party members did not appear! “

Smith said with a solemn expression: “So you must find them! Don’t look at the one or two
people left, the threat may be greater than the Lab of the Gods!”

“knowledge!”

Agent Black Hawk nodded.

“You must find him in the shortest time! Understand!”

Smith suddenly lowered his voice and said in a deep voice.

“Understand, I can do it!”
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The Black Hawk agent assured.

There was also a hint of excitement.

For the first time, it can really mobilize the power of the entire Sky Shield.

Can he not get excited?

And he was wondering whether the withdrawal of the Guardian Alliance of the Galaxy was
because of Doctor Darkness and the others?

It should not be!

Despite the threat.

But it will not allow the Galactic Guardian Alliance to retreat.

“This time, I will equip you and the entire Sky Shield with the latest equipment! To prevent
you from being unable to get it when you meet the Dark Doctor!”

Smith said.

“good!”

After getting the information of the Dark Doctor and God’s Brain and others, the Black Hawk
agent immediately led them to investigate.

Smith looked solemn: “Where will he hide?”

Obviously, the threat of the Dark Doctor is great, causing trouble to the Warhawk Nation.

…

Not only did they look for the Dark Doctor.

Even Levi Garrison is also looking for the Dark Doctor.
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He has arranged for many people to start inquiring about the whereabouts of Doctor Dark,
but the information is not as complete as the Sky Shield Bureau.

Levi Garrison followed everyone back to Daxia and began to clean up all kinds of mess.

After all, this battle is full of losses, and everyone is seriously injured.

On the way back, everyone was still discussing who used the giant crossbow to shoot and
kill the four powerhouses of the Kingdom of God?
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